Eden bear arrived at Skerton
St Luke’s with a letter and a
story to read.
We loved showing Eden bear our new
learning environment and together we
faced new challenges as we settled into
life at school to continue our learning
journey…
Building the three bears from the story
“Goldilocks”, a cottage using wooden
balancing blocks.
Designing our
own Eden bears.

Eden bear liked drinking milk too, it’s
very healthy.

Describing what we could see in
the curiosity cube to explore and teach Eden bear new
words linked to the season autumn.
Recording our adventures and
memories in Morecambe Bay for
Eden bear to see and hear.

Meeting our fishy friends learning
how to sign and blow bubbles.

Building a house for Eden bear
to stay. We don’t want him to
leave.

Teaching Eden bear how to recognise
numbers to give bears the correct
number of cakes using the laptops,
we love playing games.

Using Lego to build a park for
Eden bear to play and have fun.

Eden bear liked wearing the
counting hat to count up to 10.

Playing “Smelly Wellies” to find and
match pairs in Magic Maths.

Teaching Eden bear how
to build different sized sandcastles.
We pretended we were at Morecambe beach.
Eden bear helped us solve puzzles
and complete a Noah’s Ark jigsaw.
We worked as a team.
Eden bear loved spending time with each and
everyone one of us in Reception Class at
Skerton St Luke’s and we loved learning
through play and sharing our memories and
adventures of Morecambe Bay with Eden
bear.

A few examples of
our storytelling…
“I was at a play park
one day and a cheeky
“My mum went
seagull came to get
on the slide. My
some food.”- Faith
park.” - Ozias
“I went to Ryelands Park near my
mummy’s house, and I tried to find a bird,
it made a sound.” – Darcie-Louise
“Went to the beach with nana. I climbed
on the rocks. There were lots of rocks
there.” - Elsie
“In Williamsons Park, I went on a zip wire
and it went zinging and then I went so
high. I was a bit scared.” - Rosie

